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  ethical value of grounded in its 
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  144–146  

  ethically thin accounts of,     
 9–12  ,   17  

  factors informing ethically 
responsible exercise of,     163  

  implications of its ethical value for 
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ideology and demagoguery,    
 12, 191  

  integrationist model of,     147–166  
  integrationist model of defi ned,     5  
  main features of,     63–65 
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  shared understanding of justice 
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172–176  
  multilayered and complex nature 
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  need for practical wisdom in 
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  why we need to understand its 
contribution to a worthy life,   
  ix–x  ,   5  ,   10–12  ,   122   

  civic engagement    
  integrationist attitude to,     155–156  
  separationist attitude to,     155   

  civic engagement, integrationist model 
of.      See  integrationist model of 
civic engagement  

  civic engagement, separationist 
accounts of.      See  separationist 
accounts of civic engagement  

  civic friendship,     74–75  
  civic loyalty.      See also  patriotism 

  as central feature of citizenship 
in a constitutional 
democracy,     76–77  

  interpreted through lens of 
constitutional patriotism,   
  135–139    

  limited position of in hierarchy of 
allegiances,     161–162  

  primary allegiance ought to be 
to common good of people,   
  159–161  

  should be evaluated in light of one’s 
broader loyalties as a human 
being,     161–162   

  civic roles    
  assimilation process,     148–154 

  role evaluation,     152–153  
  role interpretation,     154  
  role selection,     148–149  
  role training,     149–152   

  evaluation of partially agent-
relative,     153  

  guiding principles for enacting with 
integrity,     154–166  

  habituation to,     149–151  
  implications for role-holders’ 

integrity,     4, 153, 158–159  
  instruction in their demands and 

virtues,     151–152  
  moral dangers of,     11, 132–139, 

172–176  
  role models    

  as guides to excellence,      156–158  

  paradox of recognizing good role 
models,     157  

  as powerful motivators,     157    
  civic virtue    

  classical canon,     71–75  
  content differentiated by civic 

roles,     76  
  modern canon,     75–76  
  notion of,     70–71   

  civic virtues    
  civility,     76  
  entrepreneurship,     76  
  fortitude,     72–73  
  friendly disposition,     74–75  
  gratitude,     76  
  honesty,     76  
  humility,     73–74  
  industriousness,     76  
  justice,     71  
  law-abidingness,     76  
  magnanimity,     71–72  
  practical wisdom,     71–72  
  sense of fairness,     76  
  tact,     76  
  temperance,     73  
  toleration,     76  
  virtues of public life require civic 

roles in order to be acquired,   
  144–146   

  civil disobedience    
  compatible with good citizenship,   

  67  ,   138–139  
  used by Martin Luther King 

but only after exhausting 
normal channels of political 
reform,     190   

  civil rights movement in USA    
  use of civil disobedience in,    

  139   
  civil servant    

  excellence of,     158   
  civil society    

  as necessary support for 
constitutional democracy,     63  

  undermined by ideal of 
unencumbered self,    
  182–184   
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  civility    
  as virtue of citizen,     76   

  class    
  deifi cation of may be necessary for 

advancing justice according to 
Niebuhr,     107   

  coercion    
  ethical permissibility of,     112–113  
  necessary to enforce compliance 

with demands of justice 
according to Niebuhr,     105  ,   106  

  Niebuhr’s conception of,     111   
  collective egoism,     114  
  common good    

  notion of,     69–70  
  priority of common good of people 

over good of regime,     159–161   
  communism    

  associated with relatively restrictive 
conception of citizenship,   
  154  ,   172  

  exemplifi es absolutization of 
political allegiances,     161   

  complicity of citizens in institutional 
injustice,     7  ,   172–176 

  through political representation,   
  173–174  

  through taxation,     174–176   
  compromise in political arena    

  not necessarily obstructed by ethical 
integrity,     188–190   

  constitutional democracy    
  blend of libertarian and egalitarian 

principles,     60  
  core principles of,     61–62  
  an essentially contested concept,     60  
  implications for social capital and 

civic spirit,     181–184  
  institutional and social supports 

for,     62–63  
  main institutions and values of,    

  59–63  
  practice should be distinguished 

from historical justifi cations,   
  60–61n7  

  as shared scheme of social 
cooperation,     68   

  contractual accounts of citizenship,     15  
  courage.      See  fortitude    

  Deneen, Patrick,     182–184  
  disaffection of citizens from political 

life,     ix–x  ,   191  
  disagreements among citizens    

  usually operate against backdrop 
of shared normative 
horizon,     68–69   

  division of labor    
  effects of on perceived ethical value 

of citizenship,     14–15   
  doctrine of double effect    

  applied to morality of nonviolent 
resistance,     112  

  applied to morality of warfare,   
  131–132  

  applied to problem of complicity 
through taxation,     175–176   

  Dworkin, Ronald,     13  ,   58    
  economy: regulation of cannot be 

adjudicated by ethically neutral 
principles,     186  

  educational institutions    
  as necessary support for 

constitutional democracy,     62   
  egoism, collective,     114  
  embryo experimentation    

  legal permissibility of cannot be 
settled by ethically neutral 
principles,     186   

  enjoyment of constitutional rights    
  as central feature of citizenship 

in a constitutional 
democracy,     77–78   

  entrepreneurship    
  as virtue of citizen,     76   

  epistemic responsibility    
  as virtue of integrity,     32–33, 48–50   

  ethical aspirations.      See  worthy life  
  ethical compromise in political arena    

  necessary in election campaigns 
according to Walzer,      125–127  

  unavoidable according to Niebuhr,   
  107–109  
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  why Niebuhr’s position is 
untenable,     110–115   

  ethical integrity    
  aesthetic dimension of,     36–38  
  affected by attitudes and intentions 

agent brings to process of self-
integration,     34  

  allegedly in confl ict with political 
responsibility,     123–132  

  compatible with mistaken beliefs 
about the good,     41–42  

  concept of,     27–38  
  defi ning features of    

  enduring and robust 
commitment,     35  

  epistemic responsibility,     32–33  
  self-integration,     36–38  ,   53–56  
  wholeheartedness,     35–36  
  worthy life as object of quest,   

  32  ,   51–52   
  distinctiveness of this book’s 

conception of,     121–122, 187  
  entails something more than 

purely formal psychological 
wholeness,     33–35  

  examples of in public life,     3  
  not necessarily equivalent to 

egoistic self-concern,     52–53  
  not necessarily opposed to 

compromise in political arena,   
  188–190  

  relation to objective good,   
  31–35  ,   38–45    

  rival conceptions of,     121  
  as rough proxy for worthy 

life,     38–39  
  sometimes personally costly,     3  , 

  180–181  ,   192  
  subjective and objective dimensions 

of,     38–45  
  virtues of,     39–40  ,   45–50 

  epistemic responsibility,     48–50  
  fortitude,     40–41  ,   45–46  
  honesty,     47  
  humility,     47–48  
  mutually supportive,     50  
  patience,     46  

  temperance,     46–47    
  ethical neutrality    

  untenable standard for political 
action,     185–186   

  ethical standpoint,     23 
  continuous with political 

standpoint,     5  ,   85  
  defi ned,     7–9  
  as framing this book’s inquiry,     28  
  neglect of in discussions of 

citizenship,     ix–xi, 4–17, 191   
  ethical values    

  connection with law and public 
policy,     187–188   

  evil    
  arguably impossible to pursue 

wholeheartedly,     51   
  excellence of character    

  as constitutive of worthy life,     24–25     

  fi rst-person standpoint.      See  ethical 
standpoint  

  Foot, Philippa,     8  
  fortitude    

  as virtue of citizen,     72–73  
  as virtue of integrity,     40–41  ,   45–46   

  Frankfurt, Harry,     33  
  free and fair electoral and media 

system    
  as necessary support for 

constitutional democracy,     62   
  free market economy    

  as necessary support for 
constitutional democracy,     62   

  freedom of association    
  as necessary support for 

constitutional democracy,     62   
  freedom of speech    

  cannot be adjudicated by ethically 
neutral principles,     186   

  friendly disposition    
  as virtue of citizen,     74–75     

  Galston, William,     xiii  ,   12  
  genocidal leader    

  unlikely candidate for attribute of 
integrity,     43–45   
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  genocide    
  international responsibility to avert,   

  130–132   
  Gandhi, Mahatma,     107  ,   112  ,     144  , 

  157  ,   158  
  Good    

  common good,     69–70  
  conceptions of the good    

  inaccessible to common human 
reason according to Rawls,   
  93–94  ,   101–103  

  as potential sources of illicit bias,   
  91–92  ,   98–100   

  contestability of,     17  
  excellence in being for,     25–27  ,   30  
  genuine versus mistaken 

conceptions of,     26  ,   30  
  irreducible plurality of,     17  ,   37–38  
  nature of,     26  
  objective versus subjective goods,     26  
  primary goods,     17  
  priority of all-things-considered 

judgments over role-based 
judgments of the good,   
  158–159  

  priority of common good of people 
over good of regime,     159–161  

  process-oriented as distinct from 
outcome-oriented accounts of,   
  17  ,   29–30  

  what objectivist account leaves 
out,     30–31   

  good life.      See  worthy life  
  gratitude    

  as virtue of citizen,     76     

  Habermas, Jurgen,     134  
  habituation to civic roles,     149–151  
  hard-nosed realism    

  opposed by Niebuhr,     104   
  Hauerwas, Stanley,     177–180  ,   190  
  Henry VIII,     3  
  Hezbollah    

  arguably its rhetoric of national 
liberation exemplifi es 
absolutization of political 
allegiances,     161   

  Hitler,     139  
  Hobbes, Thomas,     4  ,   108  ,   140  
  honesty    

  as virtue of citizen,     76  
  as virtue of integrity,     47   

  HSS mandate,     181  
  human resources    

  as necessary support for 
constitutional democracy,     62   

  humanitarian military interventions    
  morality of,     130–132   

  humility    
  as virtue of citizen,     73–74  
  as virtue of integrity,     47–48   

  Hursthouse, Rosalind,     8    

  ideology    
  incompatible with ethical 

integrity,     49–50   
  ideology and demagoguery    

  dangers of in wartime,     115  
  facilitated by inarticulacy about 

ethical foundations of public 
life,     191  

  integrationist model of civic 
engagement as antidote to,     12   

  Ignatieff, Michael,     87  
  individual versus group morality    

  distinction lurking behind many of 
Niebuhr’s arguments,     115–118   

  individuality    
  reconcilable in many cases with 

citizenship in a constitutional 
democracy,     169   

  industriousness    
  as virtue of citizen,     76   

  integrationist attitude to civic 
engagement,     155–156 

  could be viewed as threat to 
personal liberty and civic 
friendship,     184  

  need not entail political 
fundamentalism,     188–190   

  integrationist model of civic 
engagement,     147–166 

  as antidote to ideology and 
demagoguery,     12  
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  defi ned,     5  
  distinctiveness and advantages of,   

  121–122  
  need not entail full embodiment of 

ethical ideals in law and public 
policy,     187–188   

  integrity.      See also  ethical integrity 
  advantage of as lens for inquiring 

after the good,     28–30  
  formal accounts of,     33–35  ,  

  51–52   
  interdependency    

  as basis for citizenship’s claim upon 
our allegiance,     142–143  

  as factor informing responsible 
exercise of citizenship,     164   

  intermediate associations    
  advantages and limitations of as 

schools of virtue,     144–146   
  internal moral standpoint in 

Niebuhr,     105  
  international relations    

  risk of emotional and cognitive bias 
in,     114–115     

  IRA    
  arguably its rhetoric of national 

liberation exemplifi es 
absolutization of political 
allegiances,     161   

  Irrera, Elena,     75  
  Islamic faith    

  not necessarily opposed to 
citizenship in a constitutional 
democracy,     171  

  proposes a distinctive conception of 
the worthy life,     11n18     

  Jewish faith    
  not necessarily opposed to 

citizenship in a constitutional 
democracy,     171  

  proposes a distinctive conception of 
the worthy life,     11n18   

  just war theory    
  conditions extremely unlikely to be 

met in real wars on Niebuhr’s 
view,     113–114  

  conditions required for just war,   
  114n53   

  Justice    
  as virtue of citizen,     71     

  Kant, Immanuel,     4  ,   95  ,   152  
  Kantian autonomy    

  as substantive conception of worthy 
life,     29   

  Kateb, George,     133–134  
  Kierkegaard, Soren,     51  
  King, Martin Luther,     139  ,   157  ,   158  , 

  180  ,   190      

  law-abidingness    
  as virtue of citizen,     76   

  lawyer    
  overly narrow interpretations of the 

role,     158   
  liberal democracy.      See  constitutional 

democracy  
  Lincoln, Abraham,     144, 153  ,   158  
  Locke, John,     4  ,   140    

  Machiavelli, Niccolo,     3  ,   4  ,   6  , 
  124  ,   166  

  MacIntyre, Alasdair,     xiii  ,   8  ,   28  
  magnanimity    

  as virtue of citizen,     71–72   
  membership in polity    

  as central feature of citizenship in a 
constitutional democracy,     65   

  Mill, John Stuart,     60  ,   170  ,   171  
  More, Thomas,     3  ,     19  
  Mother Teresa,     33  ,   157  
  Mueller, Jan-Werner,     134  
  Mussolini,     103    

  Nazism,     103 
  entails restrictive model of 

citizenship,     172  
  as example of institutional 

corruption apparently beyond 
peaceful reform,     160  

  exemplifi es absolutization of 
political allegiances,     161  

  single-minded Nazi offi cer,     33   
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  Niebuhr, Reinhold,     6  ,   20–21  ,   85–88  , 
  103–119  ,   166 

  coerciveness of noncooperation,     107  
  coerciveness of nonviolent 

resistance,     107  
  conditions of just war theory 

extremely unlikely to be met in 
real wars,     113–114  

  dangers of demagoguery in 
wartime,     115  

  deifi cation of class may be necessary 
for resisting injustice,     107  

  distinction between individual 
and group morality lurking 
behind many of his arguments,   
  115–118  

  his conception of coercion,     111  
  internal moral standpoint,     105  
  limited effi cacy of rational 

persuasion when directed to 
large groups,     106  

  necessity of coercion for resisting 
injustice,     105  ,   106  

  necessity of noncooperation for 
resisting injustice,     105  

  necessity of violence for resisting 
injustice,     105  

  necessity of violence in international 
relations,     108  

  patriotism may easily mask group 
selfi shness,     106  ,   114  

  political authority requires use of 
force and emotion more than 
reason,     108  

  risk of emotional and cognitive 
bias in international relations,   
  114–115    

  selfl essness equivalent to ethical or 
moral standpoint,     110  

  standpoint of political morality as 
balance between moralism and 
political realism,     104–105  , 
  108–109  

  unavoidability of ethical 
compromise in political arena,   
  107–109  

  untenability of pacifi sm,     113  

  why his view of ethical compromise 
in political arena is untenable,   
  110–115   

  noncooperation    
  coercive according to Niebuhr,     107  
  necessary to enforce compliance 

with demands of justice 
according to Niebuhr,     105   

  nondemocratic regimes    
  relevance of integrationist model of 

civic engagement to,     154   
  nonviolent resistance    

  coercive according to Niebuhr,     107  
  ethical assessment of,     111–112   

  Nozick, Robert,     140    

  Obama, Barack,     87  ,   181  
  obedience to law    

  as central feature of citizenship 
in a constitutional 
democracy,     66–67   

  objectivist account of good    
  limitations of,     30–31   

  objectivity    
  notion of in Rawls,     91  ,   92  
  secured by impartial standpoint in 

Rawls,     91  ,   98–100   
  original position    

  as example of detached approach to 
citizenship,     140  

  models the standpoint of impartial 
morality,     88–90   

  overlapping consensus    
  improbability of,     97  
  notion of in Rawls,     95  ,   96     

  pacifi sm    
  not tenable according to 

Niebuhr,     113   
  Parkes, Rosa,     144  
  patience    

  as virtue of integrity,     46   
  patriotism    

  civic loyalty interpreted through 
lens of constitutional 
patriotism,     135–139    

  dangers of,     132–139  
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  ethical value and limits of,     132–139  
  limited position of civic loyalty in 

hierarchy of human allegiances,   
  161–162  

  may easily mask group selfi shness,   
  106  ,   114  

  must be tempered by complexity 
and plurality of human 
allegiances,     161–162  

  notion of constitutional patriotism,   
  134–139  

  oversimplifi es loyalties and inhibits 
serious refl ection according to 
Kateb,     133–134  

  uncritical patriotism morally 
problematic and self-defeating,   
  136–138   

  people    
  priority of common good of people 

over good of regime,     159–161   
  personal liberty    

  as necessary support for 
constitutional democracy,     62   

  Plato,     xiii  ,   8  ,   51  
  political apathy.      See  disaffection of 

citizens from political life  
  political authority    

  requires use of force and emotion 
more than reason according to 
Niebuhr,     108   

  political community    
  different levels of,     79–80   

  political fundamentalism    
  not entailed by integrationist ideal 

of civic engagement,   
  185–190   

  political liberalism,     10  
  political representation    

  as possible source of complicity in 
institutional injustice,    
  173–174   

  political representatives    
  responsibilities toward 

constituents,     159   
  political responsibility    

  allegedly in confl ict with ethical 
integrity,     123–132   

  political revolution    
  may be justifi able in extreme 

situations,     139   
  political roles.      See  civic roles  
  political rule    

  as central feature of citizenship 
in a constitutional 
democracy,     65–66   

  political values    
  as part of common standpoint in 

Rawls,     90   
  pornography    

  legal permissibility of cannot be 
settled by ethically neutral 
principles,     186   

  practical identity    
  citizenship not necessarily most 

salient dimension of,     168  
  relation to constitutional 

democratic values and 
norms,     122   

  practical wisdom    
  as virtue of citizen,     71–72   

  primary goods,     17 
  notion of in Rawls,     89–90   

  public good,     69–70  
  public interest,     69–70  
  public reason    

  Rawlsian conception of,     86  , 
  90  ,   93–94   

  public service    
  as central feature of citizenship 

in a constitutional 
democracy,     66     

  rational appetite.      See  will  
  rational persuasion    

  has limited effi cacy when directed 
to large groups according to 
Niebuhr,     106   

  Rawls, John,       10  ,   20  ,   85–103  ,     104  , 
  140  ,   152  ,   166 

  conception of autonomy,     92–93  
  conception of objectivity,     92  
  conceptions of the good viewed as 

inaccessible to common human 
reason,     93–94  ,   101–103  
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  conceptions of the good viewed as 
potential sources of illicit bias,   
  91–92  ,   98–100  

  ideas of impetus for closer 
examination of concept of 
integrity,     x  

  notion of overlapping consensus,   
  95  ,   96  

  notion of primary goods,     89–90  
  notion of public reason,     90  
  objectivity secured by impartial 

standpoint,     91  ,   98–100  
  original position models impartial 

standpoint,     88–90  
  political values as part of common 

standpoint,     90  
  Rawlsian conception of public 

reason,     93–94  
  Rawlsian notion of stability,     94  
  standpoint of impartial 

morality,     88–96   
  religion    

  not necessarily opposed to 
citizenship in a constitutional 
democracy,     171  , 
  176–178   

  religious freedom    
  cannot be adjudicated by ethically 

neutral principles,     186   
  responsibility    

  general responsibilities,     164  
  limits of personal responsibility 

for the actions of 
others,     129  

  special responsibilities,     164     
  restriction of ethical ideals in political 

arena    
  case against,     96–103  ,   110–118  
  case for,     85–96  ,   103–109   

  rights of citizen in a constitutional 
democracy,     77–78  

  role models.      See  civic roles: role 
models  

  roles    
  importance of keeping separate,   

  53–54  ,   55–56  

  necessity of managing tensions 
across,     55  

  overly narrow interpretations 
of,     158  

  as reasons for action,     53–54  ,   55–56  , 
  120–121  ,   159  ,   186–187  

  unifi ed by agent’s quest to live a 
worthy life,     53–54   

  romantic critique of citizenship in a 
constitutional democracy,     169  

  rule of law    
  as backbone of constitutional 

democracy,     62     

  same-sex marriage    
  permissibility of cannot be 

settled by ethically neutral 
principles,     185   

  Sandel, Michael,     102  
  self-integration    

  a defi ning feature of ethical 
integrity,     36–38  ,   53–56   

  self-interest    
  ethical permissibility of,     110–111   

  selfl essness: diffi culty of in 
international relations,     114 

  equivalent to ethical or 
moral standpoint in 
Niebuhr,     110   

  sense of calling    
  as guide to exercise of citizenship,   

  164–166   
  sense of fairness    

  as virtue of citizen,     76   
  sense of purpose.      See  sense of calling  
  separation of public and private 

values    
  in modern studies of citizenship,   

  16  ,   56  
  allegedly entailed by respect for 

personal autonomy,     16   
  separationist accounts of civic 

engagement,     20–21, 
85–88  ,   191 

  pervasive infl uence of,     xi   
  separationist attitude to civic 

engagement,     155  

Rawls, John (cont.)
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  separationist thesis    
  case against,     96–103    
  in Niebuhrian guise,     103–109  
  in Rawlsian guise,     88–96   

  serial murderer    
  unlikely candidate for attribute of 

integrity,     43–45   
  shared understanding of justice and 

the common good    
  as central feature of citizenship 

in a constitutional 
democracy,     67–70   

  single-minded artist,     33  
  single-minded Nazi offi cer,     33  
  Socrates,     3  ,   8  ,   31  
  stability    

  as justifi cation for impartial 
standpoint in Rawls,     94–96  , 
  101–103  

  notion of in Rawls,     94   
  standpoint of impartial 

morality,     88–96  
  standpoint of local ethics,     105  
  standpoint of political morality,   

  104–106 
  a balance between moralism and 

political realism,     104–105  , 
  108–109   

  Stout, Jeffrey,     129  
  strikes    

  often destructive of life and 
property according to 
Niebuhr,     107   

  strong evaluation    
  constitutive of the quest for a 

worthy life,     32  ,   42–43   
  suicide bomber    

  unlikely candidate for attribute of 
integrity,     43–45     

  tact    
  as virtue of citizen,     76   

  task of political philosophers,     12  
  taxation    

  issue of complicity analyzed using 
doctrine of double effect,   
  175–176  

  as possible source of complicity in 
institutional injustice,   
  174–176   

  Taylor, Charles,     xiii  ,   32  
  temperance    

  as virtue of citizen,     73  
  as virtue of integrity,     46–47   

  terrorist.      See  suicide bomber  
  Thomas Aquinas,     xiii  
  Tocqueville, Alexis de,     171, 

182n14  
  toleration    

  as virtue of citizen,     76   
  torture    

  moral assessment of,     127–130  

     utilitarian effi ciency    
  as substantive conception of worthy 

life,     29   
  utilitarianism    

  implications of for personal 
responsibility,     129  

  looks unkindly on special 
interests,     111  

  as possible method for evaluating 
roles,     152   

  utopianism    
  opposed by Niebuhr,     104     

  values    
  role of in study of citizenship,     59   

  violence    
  necessary in international 

relations according to 
Niebuhr,     108  

  necessary to enforce compliance 
with demands of justice 
according to Niebuhr,   
  105   

  virtues of public life.      See also  civic 
virtue 

  require civic roles in order to be 
acquired,      144–146   

  vocation.      See  sense of calling  
  von Hildebrand, Dietrich,     xiii  
  von Stauffenberg, Claus,   

  139  ,   160    
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  Walzer, Michael,     125–130  
  warfare    

  doctrine of double effect applied to,   
  131–132  

  morality of,     113–115  ,   130–132  , 
  159  ,   173  

  morality of humanitarian military 
interventions,     130–132   

  wars of religion    
  as a catalyst for the separation of 

religion from politics 
and law,     14  

  viewed by some as logical outcome 
of integrationist ideal,     184   

  Weber, Max,     166  
  welfare provision    

  cannot be decided by ethically 
neutral principles,     186   

  welfare state    
  part of a social network of 

interdependency,     146–147   
  West, Cornel,     87  

  wholeheartedness    
  a defi ning feature of ethical 

integrity,     35–36   
  will    

  excellence of constitutive of ethical 
integrity,     45  

  quality of determines excellence of 
character,     25–27  

  relation to good as illuminated 
by concept of ethical 
integrity,     31–34   

  Williams, Bernard,     xiii  ,   8  ,   126  
  Wolterstorff, Nicholas,     12  
  worthy life    

  allegedly incompatible with 
responsible exercise of civic 
roles,     23–24  

  concept of,     24–27  
  constituted by excellence of 

character,     24–25  
  as distinct from fl ourishing life,     18–19  
  substantive conceptions of,     28–29      
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